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Abstract
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) have demonstrated impressive results in
modeling the distribution of natural images, learning latent representations that
capture semantic variations in an unsupervised basis. Beyond the generation of
novel samples, it is of special interest to exploit the ability of the GAN generator
to model the natural image manifold and hence generate credible changes when
manipulating images. However, this line of work is conditioned by the quality of the
reconstruction. Until now, only inversion to the latent space has been considered,
we propose to exploit the representation in intermediate layers of the generator,
and we show that this leads to increased capacity. In particular, we observe that the
representation after the first dense layer, present in all state-of-the-art GAN models,
is expressive enough to represent natural images with high visual fidelity. It is
possible to interpolate around these images obtaining a sequence of new plausible
synthetic images that cannot be generated from the latent space. Finally, as an
example of potential applications that arise from this inversion mechanism, we
show preliminary results in exploiting the learned representation in the attention
map of the generator to obtain an unsupervised segmentation of natural images.
1 Introduction
The development of Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [1] represented a milestone in the
problem of data generation, that is learning generative models that map samples from a simple latent
distribution into samples of a complex data distributions such as natural images. In recent years
several works have shown empirical results of applying these methods to different tasks. Recently,
Brock et al. [2] demonstrated that it is possible to train GAN models on a larger scale and generate
high-resolution diverse samples from complex datasets such as ImageNet [3], with remarkable results.
The representation learned by the generator captures meaningful semantic variations along the data
distribution [4]. Therefore, it is desirable to exploit this learned representation. In particular, there has
been a recent interest in making use of the capability of the generator to approximate the manifold
of natural images (semantic image editing) [5] [6], projecting real images into the latent space
and manipulating them to produce smooth visual changes over high level features, preserving the
realism of the result. This requires the initial step of obtaining a reconstruction close to the original
image. However, the GAN framework lacks an automatic inference mechanism, which represents
a bottleneck in these cases. Inverting the generator is not a trivial operation, specially when it is a
complex model. Furthermore, it is frequently observed that real images cannot be represented in the
latent space, obtaining approximations with a high reconstruction error, which limits the positive
impact of being able to make semantic edits.
∗This preprint is the result of the work done for the undergraduate dissertation of M. Pividori supervised by
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When there is no latent value that permits to reconstruct the image, it is generally considered to be
evidence that the generator cannot model certain image attributes [7], commonly referred to as mode
dropping. In this work, we demonstrate that in many of these cases, modes can be modeled in the
internal layers of the generator, but this capacity is not exploited from the latent space. In particular,
we show the importance of the learned representation after the first dense layer of the generator, since
it is very expressive and allows to represent arbitrary natural images with high visual fidelity. We
also propose an inversion algorithm which permits to find meaningful representations, in the sense
that we can perform interpolation experiments around those images obtaining a full sequence of new
valid synthetic images that cannot be generated from the latent space. By allowing to reconstruct
much better the real images, our work has direct impact on all previous work on high-level image
editing and processing using the GAN generator [5] [6] [8].
In addition, we demonstrate that a generator of the complexity of BigGAN [2] can be inverted with a
non-parametric approach while previous works [5] [9] [10] mostly consider simple DCGAN models
and datasets of low variability. Finally, as a new practical application, we show that it is possible to
exploit the learned representation in the attention map of the generator to obtain an unsupervised
segmentation of real images.
2 Related work
Since the development of GAN there has been a general interest in inverting the generator and
exploiting the representation that was learned in an unsupervised manner. For example, for retrieval
and classification [4], to manipulate images [5] [6], and to provides relevant insights on which features
the generator has learned to model [9].
Inverting the generator implies finding a vector z ∈ Z that when provided as input results in a image
G(z) that is very close to the target image. Mapping an image from pixel space to latent space is not
a trivial operation, as it requires inverting the generator, which usually consists of a complex model
of several non-linear layers. In addition, the same image could be generated from different z values
or none at all. In their original formulation, GANs do not provide a direct inference mechanism. In
this direction, previous works can be grouped into two main approaches:
Parametric models A line of work proposes to learn a parametric model (encoder) that maps each
image to a representation in the latent space Z . Donahue et al. [11] and Dumoulin et al. [12] proposed
to train the encoder jointly with the generator and discriminator, in an adversarial setup. Other works
considered training the encoder on a pre-trained generator, through a regression in the Z space [11],
or in the space of images [13].
In general, these approaches have the disadvantage of requiring the training of a third model (encoder),
increasing the number of parameters to be learned and the risk of overfitting or underfitting (depending
on the training method). Although good results have been shown when using the encoder as a feature
extractor for classification tasks, in general reconstructions are not good, failing to preserve the
structure and style of images. Finally, introducing a complex model to invert the generator makes it
questionable as a diagnostic tool to evaluate the representation of the generator [9].
Optimization on the generator Creswell and Bharath [9] proposed to find the z vector that
generates a certain image x, solving an optimization problem over the generator. Essentially, they
follow the gradient of the generator G with respect to its input. Zhu et al. [5] includes a similar
approach as part of larger framework to manipulate images. Lipton and Tripathi [10] proposed an
extension to improve the recovery in cases of uniform prior distribution on the latent space. A similar
algorithm was previously proposed by Mahendran and Vedaldi [14] to study the representation of
deep networks.
Our work focuses on the study of the intermediate representations of the generator, the invertibility of
the different layers and the degree of reconstruction of real images. We opt to use the optimization
approach on the generator, since it does not require the introduction and training of a new set of
parameters for modelling the inverse function, which could weaken the conclusions that can be drawn
from the results.
Unlike previous work, we conduct our experiments on ImageNet [3], which provides wider variability,
including different classes of objects in different situations, and therefore the model has to deal with
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greater complexity. The methods mentioned above do not perform well or directly do not show
results on this more complex dataset. Moreover, previous work on non-parametric approaches only
consider simple DCGAN models, while we demonstrate that we can invert much deeper generators
(BigGAN), which makes the inversion much more challenging. In addition, we propose to extend
this inversion mechanism to the hidden layers of the generator, showing the advantages of using the
learned representation in the first fully connected layer, where it is possible to reconstruct natural
images with high visual fidelity while still capturing high-level features.
3 Inverting the generator to intermediate layers
Let G : Z → X be a generator of deep architecture, composed of n layers, that transforms
a latent vector z ∈ Rdz sampled from a distribution z ∼ Pz to an image xˆ = G(z), with an
implicit distribution Pmodel that approximates Pdata, the distribution of real data on the image space
X = RW×H×C .
We can split the generator in a given hidden layer l (with dimensionality dl), and analyze the learned
representation at that point, redefining the generator as the composition of two generators:
G(z) = Gl2(G
l
1(z))
where Gl1 : Z → Rdl represents the transformation from latent space to layer l, and Gl2 : Rdl → X
from layer l to the space of images X .
Let P lh be the generated distribution in the hidden layer l (Rdl) according to the random variable
H lgen = G
l
1(z) with z ∼ Pz . Then, we can consider Gl2(h) as a generator from the learned latent
distribution h ∼ P lh, which has the same performance as the original generator G(z) with z ∼ Pz .
3.1 Invertibility of the generator
We say that G is invertible in a set of images S if it is right invertible, that is, if there is a function
G−1 : S → Z such that G(G−1(x)) = x ∀x ∈ S. An optimal generator, that is, that can generate
the target distribution in the output space (Pmodel = Pdata), is invertible on real images.
Theorem 1. An optimal generator G∗ is right invertible Pdata-almost everywhere in X .
Proof. Let X ′ = X −G∗(Z) be the set of images that can not be generated. Then X ′ has measure
zero under Pdata, therefore G∗ is right invertible Pdata-almost everywhere in X .
Pdata(X ′) = Pmodel(X ′) = 0
For a non-optimal generator, we expect real images to be approximately invertible, where the
reconstruction quality depends on the layer considered for the representation. At the output layer, it is
possible to represent all images with zero reconstruction error. As we move in the network backwards
(considering the input space of Gl2 for some layer l), the reconstruction error for certain images is
expected to increase.
Since in the generator the information flows forward, every image represented in a given layer has no
better representation in previous layers, and at least as good in the following layers. If we consider
two layers l < m, the image set of Gl2 is a subset of the image set of G
m
2 (G
l
2(Rdl) ⊆ Gm2 (Rdm)).
Then, the closer to the latent space, the more restricted the image set Gl2(Rdl) at pixel level, which
means that more images are filtered out. It would be expected that in a properly trained generator, the
increase in reconstruction error is manifested mainly in irrelevant areas of the distribution at pixel
level (e.g. white noise images) and to a much less extent in natural images.
3.2 First dense layer
In particular, in this work we are interested in analyzing the learned representation in the first dense
layer (included in all the state-of-the-art GAN architectures). Suppose the first layer of the generator
has d1 fully connected units, then we split the generator at this point:
G11(z) =W1z + b1
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Figure 1: Interpretation of the two-step optimization at different levels of representation. In the space
of the first layer, the linear subspace G1(Z) is considered first, then the displacement δ permits to
explore the whole space. In pixel-level, first we find the best approximation in the generated manifold
G(Z) and then δ involves considering the directions captured by the manifold G2(Rd).
where W1 ∈ Rd1×dz . G11(Z) represents a linear subspace of dimensionality at most dz (column
space of W1) in Rd1 . In general d1 is one or two orders of magnitude greater than dz .
From now on, we omit the index l as we will always consider the first fully connected layer (e.g.
G1 denotes the first linear mapping G11 and G2 the rest of the network G
1
2), although most of the
concepts can be extended to other intermediate layers. The output space Rd1 is referred to as the
space of the dense layer.
3.3 Proposed algorithm
Given a generator G whose computational graph is differentiable, we want to infer a representation h
in the space of the first layer that makes it possible to reconstruct a target image x ∈ X , guided by the
gradient ∇hL(G2(h), x). L, the loss to minimize, represents the reconstruction error between the
generated and target image. In other words, we approximate the following optimization by gradient
descent:
h∗ = argmin
h∈Rd
L(x,G2(h)).
The space of the first dense layer is of a much greater dimensionality than that of the generated linear
subspace G1(Z), therefore the capacity of representation is considerably more extensive. When
optimizing in the space of the dense layer without regularization, the algorithm obtains representations
that, although map to the target image, are not related to the distribution of points generated in this
space of the network during training. As a result, the obtained representation is poor and does not
seem to capture the factors of variation in the data. For example when shifting the vector in any
direction, the image degrades.
Instead, it is desirable to choose, among all possible representations of an image, the one closest to
the generated distribution (Ph), where the generator was adjusted to output plausible samples. Then,
we propose to optimize on G2(G1(z) + δ) where δ represents a displacement in the first layer with
respect to the point G1(z). The optimization is split into two steps, first the reconstruction error on
the latent vector is optimized:
z∗ = argmin
z∈Z
L(x,G2(G1(z)))− λ1 log Pz(z)
Then, it is optimized over a displacement in the full space of the dense layer:
δ∗ = argmin
δ∈Rd
L(x,G2(G1(z∗) + δ)) + λ2 ‖δ‖1
Obtaining the final representation h∗ = G1(z∗) + δ∗.
Regularization in z. The term log Pz(z) represents the log likelihood of z, and regularizes the
search in the latent space to ensure that the optimization stays within probable regions of Z , as
proposed in [9]. For example, if the network is trained with z ∼ N (0, I), the log likelihood reduces
to a regularization in ‖z‖22.
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Regularization in δ. In a space of such high dimensionality as the first layer, we choose the l1
norm to regularize δ because it encourages sparse solutions, including the least amount of non-zero
components necessary to properly approximate the target image.
We can analyze this two-step optimization in the space of the dense layer. First, when optimizing up to
the latent space, only points of the linear subspace G1(Z) are considered. Moreover, if the first linear
mapping G1 is injective (a reasonable assumption), optimizing G2(G1(z)) with a regularization term
in the log likelihood of z is equivalent to optimizing G2(h) over the entire space Rd of the dense
layer, with a regularization in the log likelihood of h with respect to the generated distribution Ph.
Theorem 2. If the first linear mapping G1 is injective:
argmin
h∈Rd
L(x,G2(h))− λ1 log Ph(h) = G1(argmin
z∈Z
L(x,G2(G1(z)))− λ1 log Pz(z))
Proof.
argmin
h∈Rd
L(x,G2(h))− λ1 log Ph(h)
= argmin
h∈G1(Z)
L(x,G2(h))− λ1 log Ph(h) (Ph(h) = 0 ∀h ∈ Rd −G1(Z))
= argmin
h∈G1(Z)
L(x,G2(G1(G−11 (h))))− λ1 log (Pz(G−11 (h))
1
|det(∂G1(G−11 (h))
∂G−11 (h)
)|
) (G1 injective)
= argmin
h∈G1(Z)
L(x,G2(G1(G−11 (h))))− λ1 log
Pz(G
−1
1 (h))
|det(W1)|
= argmin
h∈G1(Z)
L(x,G2(G1(G−11 (h))))− λ1 log Pz(G−11 (h)) + λ1 log |det(W1)|
= argmin
h∈G1(Z)
L(x,G2(G1(G−11 (h))))− λ1 log Pz(G−11 (h))
= G1(argmin
z∈Z
L(x,G2(G1(z)))− λ1 log Pz(z))
Then, in the second step of the optimization, the displacement δ exploits the internal capacity of
the generator, considering all the space in the first layer (Rd), permitting to combine the features
independently, out of the linear restriction established by the mapping G1. Note that this involves
generating images that cannot be generated from the latent space.
The coefficient λ2 represents a compromise between the quality of reconstruction and the quality of
the obtained representation. Larger values of λ2 mean that the obtained representation remains close
to the generated distribution, but the reconstruction may not be that close to the target image. On the
other hand, as the value of λ2 decreases, the optimization displaces to a greater extent over the whole
space of the first layer and therefore, even though the reconstruction (xˆ) resembles the original image
(x), the obtained representation (h) may not be as meaningful.
The two-step optimization can be interpreted in the output space of the generator (Figure 1). First
we look for the best approximation of the target image considering dz directions in the generated
manifold G(Z). Then, starting from this point, we extend the search to all the directions along the
manifold G2(Rd), looking for the simplest way to get to the target image, that is, the one that involves
moving in the least amount of possible directions.
4 Experiments with the BigGAN generator
Prior work on inverting GAN generators with non-parametric approaches only consider simple
DCGAN models and datasets of low variability [9] [10]. When attempting to invert more com-
plex models such as BigGAN, the problem is more challenging, as the function to be optimized
(L(x,G(z))) seems to be highly non-convex, conditioning the result of the optimization. In the
following experiments 2, we consider the pre-trained class-conditional BigGAN model trained on
ImageNet for an image resolution of 128x128, publicly available3.
2Source code is available at: https://github.com/CIFASIS/exploiting-gan-internal-capacity
3https://tfhub.dev/deepmind/biggan-128/2
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(a) Generated images (latent) (b) Real images (latent). (c) Real images (dense).
Figure 2: Results of inverting of BigGAN for a random sample of images. Generated images can be
reconstructed with high fidelity to the latent space (a). For real images, reconstructions to the latent
space (b) are semantically related to the target image. The quality of the reconstructions is improved
when considering the representation in the first dense layer (c).
4.1 Reconstruction error
We found in preliminary experiments that by simply optimizing over the Mean Square Error (MSE)
at pixel level it is not possible to recover the representation of generated images (z), since the
optimization frequently gets stuck in non-optimal critical points. Metrics that compare images pixel-
by-pixel, such as MSE, do not capture very well the similarity of images according to our perception
of natural images [15]. As proposed in [16] [17], some invariance to irrelevant transformations and at
the same time sensitivity to important image properties, such as edges and textures, can be achieved
through the use of metrics in a higher level feature space, extracted by convolutional networks.
Let Cl represent the activation at the layer l of the InceptionV3 [18] network trained to classify
ImageNet, then we propose to compare two images considering the euclidean distance in the feature
space: ‖Cl(x)− Cl(xˆ)‖2. Given that different layers capture different levels of complexity [19],
after considering the layers of the InceptionV3 network, best results where achieved when comparing
images at the representation of layer 7 (Mixed_7a), with a compromise between generalization and
preservation of the visual structure of the images. Then, we define the reconstruction error as a linear
combination of the MSE and the distance in the feature space extracted by the InceptionV3 network:
Lmse-feat(x, xˆ) = ‖x− xˆ‖22 + λfeat ‖ C(x)− C(xˆ)‖22
Following the hypothesis [20] that deeper representations unfold the manifolds on which real data is
concentrated, one could hypothesize that the representation learned by a deep network trained on
the set of real images (for example InceptionV3) succeeds in disentangling the manifold of natural
images and, therefore, also the generated manifold G(Z) that attempts to approximate it. This is
consistent with the empirical results: the euclidean distance at the level of features extracted by a
deep network provides better gradients that allow to traverse the generated manifold until recovering
the latent vector of generated images.
4.2 Inverting generated images
Before drawing conclusions about the representational power of different layers of the network, it
is important to ensure that the inversion mechanism works correctly, verifying that it is possible to
recover generated images for which exists an input value that perfectly maps to the target image.
Considering the generated distribution Pmodel as a baseline, 1000 images were generated (x ∼
Pmodel) and inverted to the latent space minimizing the reconstruction error Lmse-feat with a
regularization on the log likelihood. As can be observed in Figure 2a, it is possible to reconstruct the
images to an insignificant reconstruction error which confirms that the inversion algorithm is working
properly.
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Figure 3: Left: Real image. Right: Linear interpolation between its closest reconstruction in the
first step of the optimization (G2(G1(z∗)), right) and the closest reconstruction in the second step
(G2(G1(z∗)+δ∗), left). Note that except from the right-most column, the rest of intermediate images
can not be generated from the latent space.
Figure 4: Linear interpolation between the reconstruction of two real images for the same class.
First row: reconstruction in the latent space. Second row: reconstruction in the dense layer without
regularization. Third row: reconstruction in the dense layer with the proposed two-step optimization.
4.3 Inverting natural images
Next, the distribution of natural images Pdata is considered, sampling 1000 random images of
ImageNet (x ∼ Pdata), and inverting them following the proposed two-step optimization on the
reconstruction error Lmse-feat.
In the first step of the optimization (up to the latent space) we obtain reconstructions that are
semantically related to the target image although they differ substantially (Figure 2b). Since the
inversion mechanism works correctly for generated images, we can conclude that a high reconstruction
error is obtained for real images because they cannot be represented in the latent space. When the
second step of the optimization is performed, including a displacement δ over the entire space of the
dense layer, the reconstruction error is considerably reduced, obtaining high-quality reconstructions
(Figure 2c).
Figure 5: Reconstruction error (Lmse-feat) for a
random sample of 1000 generated and 1000 real
images, at different levels of representation.
As shown in Figure 5, there is a significant gap
between the reconstruction error over real im-
ages at the two levels of the network, demon-
strating the difference in the power of represen-
tation of natural images. In the first dense layer,
natural images can be represented with a low re-
construction error, similar to generated images.
At the same time, representations obtained in
the first layer are meaningful, as can be seen
when interpolating linearly with generated im-
ages (Figure 3) and with the representation of
other natural images of the same class (Figure
4), producing a smooth transition. It should be
noted that all intermediate images resulting from
these interpolations cannot be generated from
the latent space, as they are outside the linear
subspace G1(Z). This demonstrates that the
generator has a greater exploitable capacity to
generate images than what is captured by the
latent space.
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Figure 6: Examples of unsupervised segmentation (64x64) for real images, after inverting the
generator to the first layer (different numbers of clusters: 8, 20, 40). Only for visualization purposes,
each cluster is associated to the average color of all its pixel members.
.
5 Unsupervised segmentation
Inverting the generator on natural images means learning to generate them, and the structure of the
network can provide information on what the components of the images are and how they relate to
each other. As an example of potential application, we show that the learned representation in the
self-attention map of the generator [21] [22] can be exploited to obtain an unsupervised segmentation
of real images. We consider the Embedded Gaussian variant of the non-local block [22], as employed
in BigGAN. Given input feature vectors xi (i index over N spacial positions) the attention matrix
A ∈ RN×N is defined as:
Aij =
eψ(xj)
T φ(xi)∑
j e
ψ(xj)T φ(xi)
where ψ(x) = Wψ x and φ(x) = Wφ x are two embedding spaces. Aij indicates the attention on
position j when computing the output of position i. Using this learned attention map, we propose to
define a dissimilarity matrix D ∈ [0, 1]N×N between different points of the image:
D =
(
1− A+A
T
2
)
 (1− I).
In this way, the matrix is symmetric and the dissimilarity of a point with itself is minimum.
In particular, for BigGAN on 128x128 resolution, the non-local block is included at 64x64 resolution,
and contains a max pooling intermediate layer (Subsampling Trick [22]). A 32x32 attention map
is computed for each point of the 64x64 resolution, determining how much attention to pay to each
section of the 32x32 resolution. Therefore, we upsample it spatially to a 64x64 map, and then
compute the dissimilarity matrix.
Then, we apply Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering to the dissimilarity matrix D, with average
linkage as link criteria between different clusters. This can be interpreted as joining clusters on
the basis of the average attention paid to each other. Resulting clusters represent an unsupervised
segmentation of the image at the resolution of the attention map (64x64 in our example).
Therefore, given a high quality reconstruction of a real image, it is possible to segment the image
using the structure of the network. As shown in the Figure 6, although not perfect, resulting clusters
group significant sections of the image associated with the same concept.
6 Conclusion
The possibility of accessing to high-level representations of natural images and their respective
reconstructions allows for countless image processing and editing applications based on manipulation
of semantic features. The success of these applications is limited by the quality of the reconstruction
and the quality of the reached representation.
In this work we have shown that it is possible to reach good representations of real natural images in
the space after the first layer of a GAN generator. These are good representations in the sense that, on
one hand, we can obtain high-quality reconstructions of the images and, on the other hand, we can
8
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perform interpolation experiments in the representation space obtaining a full sequence of plausible
images from any real image to a target image (real o generated).
All the experiments were performed using the state-of-the-art BigGAN generator and the ImageNet
dataset, which is the most challenging scenario. Finally, as a further example of potential application,
we also showed that the learned representation in the self-attention map of the generator can be
exploited to obtain an unsupervised segmentation of real images.
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Supplementary Material of
Exploiting GAN Internal Capacity for
High-Quality Reconstruction of Natural Images
Source code for reproducing the experiments is available at:
https://github.com/CIFASIS/exploiting-gan-internal-capacity
Linear interpolation in the space of the dense layer
We show more examples of linear interpolation in the space of the dense layer, as a demonstration
of the quality of obtained representations with the proposed two-step optimization. Note that all
intermediate images of these interpolations can not be generated from the latent space.
Representation gap. Figure 7 shows examples of linear interpolation between the best reconstruc-
tion in the latent space and the best reconstruction in the space of the dense layer:
G2(G1(z
∗) + α δ∗) with α ∈ [0, 1].
Intra class interpolation. Figure 8 shows examples of linear interpolation between two reconstruc-
tions of different real images (x1 and x2) in the same class:
G2(α h1 + (1− α) h2) with α ∈ [0, 1]
where h1 = G1(z∗1) + δ
∗
1 and h2 = G1(z
∗
2) + δ
∗
2 are the obtained representations of x1 and x2 in the
space of the dense layer.
Random interpolation. Figure 9 shows examples of linear interpolation between the inverted real
image and random generated images in the same class:
G2(α h1 + (1− α) h2) with α ∈ [0, 1]
where h1 = G1(z∗) + δ∗ and h2 = G1(z), z ∼ N (0, 1).
Unsupervised segmentation
Figure 10 includes more examples of segmented real images, clustering the self-attention map in
the non-local block of BigGAN [2]. First, images are inverted to the dense layer with the two-step
optimization, obtaining a representation h∗ = G1(z∗) + δ∗. Let Gatt : Rd → RN×N represent the
mapping from the dense layer to the attention map. Then, we cluster the output of Gatt(h∗) and
generate a segmentation of the image.
Additional experiments
We replicated the experiments with different models and datasets: the Progressive GAN generator
trained on CelebA-HQ and the Improved WGAN unconditional generator with DCGAN architecture
trained on CIFAR-10. In both cases we obtain equivalent results (see for example Figure 11).
Additional applications
Besides the proposed unsupervised segmentation, our method can be applied for manipulation of
general real images (e.g. interpolation between images, class switching, etc.). See Figs. 11, 12 and
third row of Fig. 14.
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Figure 7: Left: Real image. Right: Linear interpolation between its closest reconstruction in the
first step of the optimization (G2(G1(z∗)), right) and the closest reconstruction in the second step
(G2(G1(z∗)+δ∗), left). Note that except from the right-most column, the rest of intermediate images
can not be generated from the latent space.
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Figure 8: Linear interpolation between the reconstruction of two real images for the same class.
First row: reconstruction in the latent space. Second row: reconstruction in the dense layer with the
proposed two-step optimization.
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Figure 9: Linear interpolation in the space of the dense layer, between the reconstruction of a real
image (left) and a random generated image in the same class (right). Note that except from the
right-most column, the rest of intermediate images can not be generated from the latent space.
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Figure 10: Examples of unsupervised segmentation (64x64) for real images, after inverting the
generator to the first layer (different numbers of clusters: 8, 20, 40). Only for visualization purposes,
each cluster is associated to the average color of all its pixel members.
.
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Figure 11: Linear interpolation between the re-
construction of two real images (First row: the
latent space. Second row: the dense layer). Top:
Progressive GAN on CelebA-HQ. Bottom: Im-
proved WGAN on CIFAR-10.
Figure 12: Illustrative practical application of
our method (BigGAN). First row: original se-
quence of frames. Second row: reconstruction
in the first dense layer. Third and Fourth row:
reconstruction after changing the input class.
Figure 13: Top: Real images. Middle: Recon-
struction in the dense layer (h∗). Bottom: proj of
h∗ onto G1(Z).
Figure 14: Effects of regularization in the interpo-
lation quality (top row: interpolation in the latent
space).
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